akinetopsia
also demonstrate that intact detection of items in a
visual display, including their proper locations, sizes,
and orientalions is not sufficient to produce either an
integrated perceptual representation or semantic knowledge of that representation. Something more must be
added to account for the unity of visual experience,
namely integration mechanisms that bind together
different information into an organLed and usefiil conscious mosaic.
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akinetopsia
Akinetopsia refers to the loss of visual
motion perception as a result of *brain damage (Zeki
r99r). Electrophysiological recording fiom tsingle cells,
xfunctional brain imaging techniques, and the study of
the consequences of brain damage have led to considerable success in understanding the neural underpinnings of visual motion perception. The discovery, in
ry74, of cotrical area MT in the monkey brain provided
strong evidence for regional speciali-ation for motion
vision (Zeki zoo4)- The selectivity of neurons in this
region to the direction of visual motion led to it being
'motion
dubbed the
area'. Thereafter, the first case of a
patient with a relatively selective and profound deficit in
the perception of visual motion, namely cerebral akinetopsia, was reported (Zftl et al. rgSr).
Patient L. M., a 43-year-oldwoman, had suffered bilateral cerebral infarctions in the middle temporal, lateral
occipital, and angular gyri, as a result ofa superior sagittal
sinus thrombosis. Her chief complaint was that she no
'resdess'
longer saw movement; moving objects appeared
or jumping around'. Although she could see objects at
different locations and distances, she was unable to find
out what happened to them between these locations. She
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was severely handicapped in her daily activities, e.g. she
had substantial difficulty in pouring drinks into a cup or
glass,becausethe fluid appeared'frozen like a glacier'; she
could not see the fluid rising and was unable to judge
when to stop pouring. Detailed examination found no
evidence of motor or somatosensory deficits. Verbal and
non-verbal memory performance was in the lower normal
range; topographical memory was normal. She ascribed
difficulties in copying, drawing fiom memory, and writing
to the discomfort she felt when racking the trajectory of
her own right hand. Visual fields were fullfor light, colour,
and form targets, and there were no sigrs ofvisual neglect
or impaired simultaneous vision. Visual acuity, stereopsis,
spatial and temporal contrast sensitivity, colour vision, and
form perception were normal. Visual identification and
recognition of objects, faces, and places were preserved.
Formal testing of motion vision indeed suggested that
L. M. suffered from a selective loss of movement vision.
Motion processing is multifaceted and includes deriving the speed and direction of moving targets, judging
the direction of motion by a moving observer from
optic flow signals, and extracting shape boundaries
from motion signals. Its ubiquitous role in vision suggests it is unsurprising that akinetopsic observers display
a number of motion-related deficits.
Motion vision can be assessedwith conventional grating pattems. These are sinusoidally, spatially modulated
luminance pattems with varying contrast and periodicity.
L. M.'s chief impairment was in the ability to discriminate
the properties of motion, e.g. the direction or speed of a
'motionmoving grating. Although L. M. has been dubbed
blind', she retains rudimentary movement vision, e.g. she
can discriminate speed and direction of motion of high
contrast gratings at low speeds. However, the minimum
contrast at which normal observers detect the presence
of a grating is comparable to that needed to discriminate
its direction of motion. When an akinetopsic observer
can detect the motion of a grating pattem, a zo-fold
increase in contast may be required before the direction
in which it is moving can be judged correcdy.
A further standard psychophysical stimulus to assess
motion vision is the random dot kinematogram in
which a group of randomly distributed dots are displaced coherently against a background of spatially and
temporally uncorrelated dots which constitute noise.
Even at relatively high level ofnoise, normal observers
have no difficulty in detecting the overall direction of
motion. L. M. requires a considerably higher proportion
of coherently moving dots to judge the direction of
motion reliably. Furthermore, when kinetic boundaries
were produced by differential motion ofadjacent groups
of dots, L. M. was impaired at e*racting the shape
defined by such boundaries, i.e. at perceiving structure-from-motion.
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This ubiquitous nature of motion vision is also
reflected in surprising dissociations following brain damage that have been reported berween different aspectsof
motion processing, suggesting that several varieties of
the disorder may exist. For example, despite the severiry
of L. M.'s disorder, she is able to perceive some complex
forms of motion normally. Thus, when a moving pattem of dots, created by attaching small lights to the
joints of an actor filmed in the dark, defines 'biological
morion' such as running, squatting, and jumping (socalled Johansson figures), L. M. has no difficulty in
readily identifring the action. Deficits in motion perception have now been reported in a number of patients,
yet L. M. remains the most extensively studied case.
How can we account for such a pattem of impairments?
Cells in early visual areas,such as area xVr, are tuned to
the spatial and temporal properties of visual stimuli and
respond better to moving than to stationary stimuli. However, a region located in the posteriorbank and floor ofthe
caudal superior temporal sulcus of the macaque monkey
has been described with a strikingly high proporrion of
cells that preferentially respond to the direction and speed
of stimulus motion. This region, known as area MT (or
V5) appearsto play a central role in the processing ofvisual
movement. Moreover, neuroimaging ofhuman brains has
identfied a region, hMT +, located at the temporoparietal--occipital junction. This region is activated by stimuli
which also activate area MT of the monkey, suggesring a
close functional resemblance. Cells in MT respond to
more complex characteristics of motion than those in
area Vr, which are responsive to the component parts of
a complex pattern. In MT, cells respond to the vector sum
ofthe motion ofthe component parts and thus code global
rather than local pattem motion. Similarly, in people,
hMT * adapts to motion of complex pattems while
lower visual areas adapt to motion of the components
(Huk and Heeger zoor). Both MT and hMT * respond
to illusory afterimages of visual motion and the latter is
'implied
also activated when observers view
motion',
where motion is represented by static pictorial cues. Moreover, the perceptual after-effects are abolished when
Etranscranial magr:retic stimulation (TMS) is applied to
hMT + . In the monkey, microstimulation of area MT
during the viewing of a display of moving dots influenced
judgements of the direction of their motion. Similarly,
hMT * is active during the viewing of moving dot displays. Activity is greater for coherent, compared with
random and incoherent, morion and the increases linearly
as the coherence ofthe dots increases.
There is thus considerable evidence that activiry of
hMT * parallels both the response properties of single
neurons in MT of the monkey and perception. In other
words, hMT * is a likely candidate for the neural *correlate of phenomenal consciousness and its ablation

leads to the clinical condition of cerebral akinetopsia.
Further evidence that this is so is provided by the effects
of experimental ablation of area MT in the monkey. As
with L. M., ear\ studies showed that neither contrast
sensitivity nor the ability to saccade to a moving target
were impaired by lesions to MT. However, the abiliry to
detect structure-fiom-motion and shearing motion are
substantially impaired. In addition, monkeys with MT
lesions have difficulty in detecting the direction of motion of coherendy moving dots in an otherwise random
dot display even when the proportion ofcorrelated dots
is considerably increased. Their thresholds, as measured
by the minimum coherence required for consistently
accurate judgement of direction of motion, are comparable with that of patient L. M.
Nevertheless, unlike L. M., impairments in monkeys
are generally short-lived and followed by rapid recovery ro
essentially normal levels of performance. A possible reason for this is that L. M.'s lesions are the result of a
cerebrovascular accident and are iikely to invade territory
which surrounds the location of the putative human MT
area. This will indude other areas known to process
motion, e.g. those that show selectivity to radial and
circular motion pattems, crucial perhaps for the processing of optic flow. Certainly, the perception of biological
motion appears to involve an area located within the
ventral bank of the occipital extent of the superior temporal sulcus (STS) which is selectively activated during
viewing of Light-point-defined moving figures.
In conclusion, akinetopsia provides a clear example of
selective loss of phenomenal consciousness for visual
motion. Patient L. M. lost the phenomenal experience
of motion and her abiJity to discriminate the presence
and direction of motion was severely impaired. She also
lost the ability to perceive shapes defined by motion, but
she retained the ability to use biological motion cues
which are probably processed by brain areas distinct
from those concerned with processing motion of rigid
bodies and global motion of a scene.
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